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The last known human searches the galaxy for companionship
in a brilliant standalone novel from the legendary author of
the Pip & Flinx series. “A provocative read.”—The Washington
Post Once Homo sapiens reigned supreme, spreading from star
system to star system in an empire that encountered no alien
life and thus knew no enemy . . . save itself. As had
happened many times before, the basest, most primal human
instincts rose up, only this time armed with the advanced
scientific knowledge to create a genetically engineered
smart virus that quickly wiped out humanity to the last man.
That man is Ruslan, the sole known surviving human being in
the universe. Rescued from the charnel house of his home
planet by the Myssari—an intelligent alien race—Ruslan
spends his days as something of a cross between a research
subject and a zoo attraction. Though the Myssari are
determined to resurrect the human race, using Ruslan’s
genetic material, all he wants for himself and his species
is oblivion. But then the Myssari make Ruslan an
extraordinary offer: In exchange for his cooperation, they
will do everything in their considerable power to find the
lost home world of his species—an all-but-mythical place
called Earth—and, perhaps, another living human. Thus begins
an epic journey of adventure, danger, heartbreak, and hope,
as Ruslan sets out in search of a place that may no longer
exist—drawn by the slimmest yet most enduring hope. Praise
for Relic “Relic is a thrilling and thoughtful epic. With
Alan Dean Foster’s trademark invention in both the
psychology and physiology of his aliens, he also enriches
the narrative with their complex cultures. The plot spans
galaxies!”—Hugo and Nebula Award–winning author Greg Bear
“The stunning plot of Foster’s stand-alone novel will
intrigue readers for not only the ‘last man in the universe’
trope but also the well-developed alien species. A true
first contact novel on many different levels.”—Library
Journal “Foster’s sympathetic novel successfully surveys
human frailty, the tendency not to learn from history, and
an enduring capacity for adaptation and emotional
attachment.”—Publishers Weekly “Foster’s high-concept novel
is a gripping tale of serenity amid sorrow.”—World Magazine
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"Nothing in my life had prepared me for extraterrestrial
motorcycle clubs."Frankie: I thought alien abductions only
happened in movies. But here I am on a strange planet with
green soil and a gang of muscled, wicked-horned aliens on
hover bikes. All I want to do is go back to Earth, but the
alpha male in charge has decided I belong to him. Now I'm on
the back of his bike speeding to an unknown destination and
super freaked out about liking his biceps and serious scowl.
Good thing I have some banked personal days, because this
might take awhile...Daz: The job is supposed to be easy. All
I have to do is deliver a spaceship of living cargo to the
vile Uldani and they'll release my brother. If I fail,
they'll take it out on him. Except the cargo is something
I've never seen before--human females. The one called
Frankie is beautiful and soft, and I've already spilled
blood for her. Now how am I going to save my brother?
Because this human female is mine.The Alien's Ransom is a
full-length Sci-Fi romance novel featuring a snarky heroine
who tries to find the humor in everything, even when
kidnapped by aliens, and a possessive hero with lots of
hidden weapons. Big ones.
PeytonI was having a cold coffee with my best friend Vivian
when the whole world went upside down.Now there are gazelleglowing-like-a-light-bulb aliens running around eating
everybody, and enormous dark purply colored aliens that have
a strong resemblance to bats, dive-bombing from the sky. One
of the bats says I'm his and i need to ease his mating rage.
Yeah, not happening.Except, they tell me the fate of my
world comes down to me sacrificing myself to him. Maybe this
won't go like I planned. But I figure, if I have to bend to
the big guy's will, I'm damn well getting something out of
it. TahkMy Pythe is a human. Weak as they are, I cannot
fathom how she was chosen for me. The Commander of all Dahk.
But then she rises up for her species, and I cannot help but
notice her firece heart. I will slaughter all who dare harm
her and her species, and she will be mine. ***Warninig. For
readers 18 years and older. Contains explicit sexual
situations, possible triggers, dark themes, and violence.
Start of a series featuring these characters and multiple
others, but do not fret, Happy Endings all around!
The town of Hamlet has a very unusual Christmas when aliens
crash land in their space ship, escalating the competition
between rival clubs, the Copycats and the Tattletales.
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The Alien Factor
Victorious Star
Omnibus Edition
Faith and the Fighter
Mikko: a Scifi Alien Warrior Romance
A human female. A ruthless alien. A dangerous beast she awakens inside of him.
His name is Ar'Van. He is the best hunter money can buy. Tall, dangerous, nonhuman - and the last of his kind. When a new assignment brings him to Earth, he
doesn't expect much resistance. The women he is supposed to deliver to the
warlord of the Qua'Hathri are easy targets. He could outwit the earth men that
protect them, with his eyes closed. But every plan can go wrong. Not because he
is careless. He just hadn't expected his worst enemy and best accomplice to feel
drawn to one of them. Inside of him lives a powerful beast. Until now, he has been
able to keep it in check. But in the presence of that female human, his dark side
starts to show itself. The monster wants to own her-as does he. When a murderer
starts his bloody work in the confines of his spaceship, Ar'Van has only one
choice: He must save her life. At any cost. Even if it means letting the beast come
to light. Dark. Powerful. Sexy. This will be a ride you won't want to miss. * * * A
SciFi Alien Alpha Romance. The Beast is the Prequel of the Betania Breed Series.
* * * Warning: Intended for mature audiences. Full-lenght Novel. No Cliffhanger.
Can be read as standalone.
She doesn’t belong on Atera no matter what the hottie lizardman may say…
Nothing in Kalinda’s plans includes crash-landing on a backwards sand planet full
of lizard-aliens. But when she spots Warlord Nakan, she’s willing to take a little
detour. He’s a sexy, muscular scaled creature that she wouldn’t mind… studying.
But no matter how interested she is, and no matter how much he lights her up
inside, she’s determined to get off his godforsaken planet. Nakan is busy caring
for his tribe and fighting off challengers to his position as Warlord of the Hard
Sands. A mate? And an alien human female, at that? No, he has other
responsibilities that need his attention. Kalinda of Earth can’t be for him. It does
not matter that her curves stir his blood like she’s his true mate. But if Nakan won’t
have her, his enemies will. Too bad for them that the Warlord of the Hard Sands
doesn’t share. He’ll have to find a way to claim his mate and hold his position, or
he’ll lose everything: his woman, his tribe, his territory... and his life.
In the aftermath of World War III a reptilian army emerges from the darkness of
space to launch a ruthless campaign of conquest and genocide. All that remains
of the world is a wasteland of concrete ruins and shattered architecture, now the
dystopian battlefield upon which the human resistance wages its defiant war of
survival against the invaders. Words: 75,545 ALIEN RESISTANCE (Episode 1)
After being defeated in a violent firefight Tara, a young resistance fighter, must
endure the carnal appetites of her captor and his warriors. While she struggles
with her own forbidden desires she must find a way to strike back, or else become
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the trophy of an alien warlord. STRIKE BACK (Episode 2) Morgan is a beautiful
and deadly scout sniper who has been tasked with a high risk infiltration mission
that starts with being taken prisoner by enemy warriors. She soon finds herself
face to face with the maniacal one-eyed warlord Cava-Rek, whose sexual
appetites and wicked science threaten the very boundaries between what is
human and what is alien. Stay on mission. Remember who you are. Strike back.
OUTCASTS (Episode 3) Lyssa has survived the sexual ordeals and scientific
tampering while held captive by the Izrid warlords, only to find herself battling both
the alien invaders and human soldiers as her hybrid DNA has marked her as a
common enemy. She is accompanied by Morgan, whose alien pregnancy is
rapidly changing her into something inhuman, and a silent Izrid warrior who has
broken ties with his hive to protect the unborn offspring. Meanwhile Jana, another
survivor of captivity, is torn between her loyalty to the resistance and the terrible
secret that she too is a hybrid, as she follows her orders to relentlessly hunt down
and kill them all. INSURGENTS (Episode 4) It has been five years since the
hybrids escaped into the wilderness. Alexis is a young resistance fighter, recruited
as a teenager to fight against the totalitarian regime known as The Complex, an
alliance of Izrid and human conspirators. The resistance, once the protectors of
humanity, have been demonized by the state-controlled media and are now
hunted by human and alien alike. Alexis and her lover Magna, a hard-bitten
veteran, cling to each other in these dark times as they struggle to find a balance
between their passion for each other and the war they cannot seem to win. WAR
HIVE (Episode 5) After a series of bloody betrayals Fiona MacArthur is captured
by Complex security forces and taken before the Serpent King. They have been
bitter enemies, and now, aboard the great Hive Temple, they meet at last only to
discover a forbidden passion explode between them. Meanwhile, deep in the
caves of the Grand Canyon, the hybrid Morgan has been breeding a brood army
of her own. The former resistance fighter emerges from hiding with war-machines
and legions of soldiers to launch an all-out assault against Chicago. Vendetta and
passion collide what will be the final battle of the alien resistance. Caution: ALIEN
RESISTANCE is a savage sci-fi military series filled with graphic sex & violence,
and is not suitable for someone under 18 years of age.
I've been abducted by an alien pirate king...I've paid the cost for returning to
Earth: my memories. But before I can be put on a ship and sent home, a hulking
alien intercepts me. There's something about Lehrit that makes me want to trust
him. But I must have allowed my mind to be wiped for a reason. He's hiding
something from me, but as I fall hard for the pirate king my heart isn't sure it wants
the truth.I'll make the human woman my queen ...Gia is the only woman who has
ever made me want a fated mate. When I discover she's bound for Earth with a
wiped memory, I know I should tell the truth about our shared past. But this is an
opportunity I never imagined: the chance to woo her without all the baggage that
comes from my history. She loved me once before. I can make her love me
again.But will she truly want to be my queen when she discovers my lie?
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Her Alien Romance
A Novel
Alien Captive: A Sci Fi Warrior Romance
A Krinar World Novel
The Beast
Brutal Mate
Exposes the agenda behind the bio-robotic grey aliens’ genetic manipulation of certain
human races • Reveals the Grey’s nature as sophisticated self-aware machines
created by a long vanished extraterrestrial civilization • Explains how their quest to
capture human souls appears in the historical record from biblical times • Explains how
the phenomenon of racism is a by-product of their genetic tampering In 1997 Nigel
Kerner first introduced the notion of aliens known as Greys coming to Earth, explaining
that Greys are sophisticated biological robots created by an extraterrestrial civilization
they have long since outlived. In this new book Kerner reveals that the Greys are
seeking to master death by obtaining something humans possess that they do not:
souls. Through the manipulation of human DNA, these aliens hope to create their own
souls and, thereby, escape the entropic grip of the material universe in favor of the
timeless realm of spirit. Kerner explains that genetic manipulation by the Greys has
occurred since biblical times and has led to numerous negative qualities that plague
humanity, such as violence, greed, and maliciousness. Racism, he contends, was
developed by the aliens to prevent their genetic experiments from being compromised
by breeding with others outside their influence. Examining historical records, Kerner
shows that Jesus, who represented an uncorrupted genetic line, warned his disciples
about the threat posed by these alien interlopers, while Hitler, a pure product of this
alien intelligence, waged genocide in an attempt to rid Earth of all those untouched by
this genetic tampering. Despite the powerful grip the Greys have on humanity, Kerner
says that all hope is not lost. Greys exist wholly in the material world, so if we follow the
spiritual laws of reincarnation and karma, aiming for enlightenment and rising above the
material--a state the Greys are unable to reach--we can free ourselves from their grasp.
The first hardcover novel from the legendary Stan Lee, co-creator of Spider-man and
the X-Men! The year is 1942. The German war machine rolls across Europe, crushing
everything in its path. America has only recently entered the war. The war could drag
on for years, until the day a strange craft crashes behind enemy lines, bringing with it
secrets of world-shattering consequence. The Nazis capture the spacecraft and its
unearthly occupants, anxious to make use of devices that could allow them to
accomplish their goal of annihilating their enemies. The Allies send in a suicide squad
to rescue the aliens and their secrets. The mission is complicated, however, when
Russia learns of the aliens and sends its own agent into the heart of Occupied France.
Charlie Thorpe-Campbell is the greatest RAM-runner the world has ever seen—and he
knows it. On the verge of retirement from the sport, he is defending his title as
champion of the annual orbital race one final time when he's suddenly hurtling away
into deep space. Charlie's unscheduled voyage through a wormhole ends with a crashlanding on a most unusual planet, with scores of spacecraft from all corners of the
universe in orbit. Seeking help, he heads toward what appears to be civilization,
unaware of the horrors waiting for him there... Once inside the great, orb-covered city,
Charlie is thrust into intergalactic competition by a bloodthirsty alien race. When he
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discovers he can use his unique abilities to save not only himself, but the entire galaxy,
will he face up to the challenge—or run from it? Previously published as Charlie Runs
Rings Around the Earth, newly revised by the author. 39,000 words
She's everything I shouldn't want. I capture her anyway.What humans hail an invasion
we call Garrison Earth: a mission to save our species from extinction. But while my
warriors will soon have the stomachs of their new mates swell with daughters, I know
this planet holds nothing for me.Until a fierce, red-haired female points her gun with her
eyes blazing fire, and I know I have found my mate. A bullet and a tranquilizer pad later,
I carry her in my arms. Against my better judgment.But who argues fate?With a mission
at the brink of failure, I have no time to wait around until Eden is willing to bond. I took
her freedom. Might have taken her family. Taking her body is my obligation.I am a male
without conscience. Incapable of love. No one has ever pierced my cold heart. No one
ever will.Not even her. Captured is the first book in this interconnected romance series,
following the Vetusian invasion and how it changes Earth over the course of two
decades. If you enjoy strong women, devoted aliens, fated mates, and hard-earned
happily ever after's with no cliffhangers, you'll love Garrison Earth.Author Note: The
entire Garrison Earth series touches on subjects such as captivity, drug abuse, forced
prostitution, loss of loved ones, human trafficking, rough handling, and violence. Any
reader uncomfortable with the harsh realities of an alien invasion should please
consider before purchase.
Xul
Abducted
Prison Planet Barbarian
Alien Resistance
Otherworldly Mates
Five Alien Elves
Victoria Stark is an Imperial Navigations Pilot known among the sentient
battleships as the Victorious Star-for sacrificing her captains to save her
ships. Strong-willed and resourceful, she has never lost a ship she's flownand never serviced a captain she's had. Captain Ravnos of the Mercenary
dreadnaught Hellsbreath rules his crew with an iron will. First Officer Seht is
a skeldhi prince whose specialty is erotic discipline. They're on a mission,
and in need of a nav-pilot. Kidnapped into service on the Hellsbreath,
Victoria is caught between two very different men locked in their own
private and erotic power struggle. To complete the mission and return to her
duties as an Imperial Officer, Victoria must become Prince Seht's rehkyt-a
pet, literally and figuratively. Not allowed on the furniture and kept at the
end of a leash, Victoria discovers that there are worse things than servicing
your captain...
I snuck onto the wrong ship. Now I'm at the mercy of the most terrifying and
deadly of the Vandar warlords-and he refuses to let me go. Running away
and joining my sister and her Vandar mate seemed like a great idea. Until I
stowed away on the wrong ship. Now I'm on a Vandar warbird flying far away
from my home planet, but my sister is nowhere in sight. Instead, I'm trapped
with the Vandar warlord they call the Deranged Raas. They whisper that he's
insane, and when I meet the menacing alien, I understand why. The dark
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and ruthless warlord might be huge and gorgeous, but he also rules with
absolute power and domination. He and his crew live and fight in the
remotest part of the galaxy, where there are no rules and no mercy. It's
where he plans to take me unless I can convince him to let me go. Raas
Vassim does not tolerate stowaways or challenge. But I didn't run away from
one controlling life to end up in another. No way will I submit to his
commands-even if his touch provokes feelings I've never experienced
before. Although I fear his darkness, it also stokes a fire deep within me. And
makes me want to delve beneath his dominant and savage exterior. All I
need to do to get away from the Raas is to send a message to my sister,
which he'll let me do. For a price. But is submitting to him a price I'm willing
to pay? 
Debts. Scavenger hunt. Goals. As a participant in an intergalactic scavenger
hunt with a large prize, Suni knew she needed all her focus to be on winning
the purse that would set her family free of their lifelong debts. What she
didn't expect was the tall, dangerous stranger and his friends who requested
an emergency landing on her spaceship. Agreeing changed the course of her
heart…and she liked it. Suni knows what’s at stake if she deviates from her
plan but how can she resist when Taun is all she thinks about? Rebellion.
Treason. Escape After a tumultuous escape and one risky space jump, Taun
finds himself the unexpected guest of three quirky sisters and their father in
desperate need of help. Recently branded as a traitor from the Cyborg
Military Elite, helping Suni will provide the perfect cover while he searches
for his missing brethren. Finding love was the last thing he'd imagined
happening...but he’d fight any who sought to take it. Taun and his crew
strike an uneasy alliance with the trio. The Cyborgs provide protection
against a former space pirate who has also joined the scavenger hunt, and in
return, the Cyborgs can take refuge on The Renegade and look for other
cyborgs who had escaped while also staying off Emperor Shui’s radar.
Nothing seems to go as planned. Taun can’t focus on his duty with Suni in
his presence and on his mind. Can a feisty female he craves shake him from
his mission to return home and free his family?
Claimed Among the Stars: A Sci Fi Romance Charity AnthologyInk Heart
Publishing
The Alien Mate Index Book 1: (Alien Warrior Bbw Scifi Paranormal Romance)
Relic
A Sci-fi Alien Romance
Saving The Cyborg
Axiom's End
Zar

Zoe McKinley has a boring life, an awful job, and a boss that throws staplers at her head.
What could be worse? How about being abducted by Aliens? When Zoe is dragged
aboard an extraterrestrial ship, she thinks she's been chosen as a concubine by the huge
red-skinned male with horns and a devilish grin because he has a hard-on for Earth girls.
But Sarden has worse plans for her--he wants to trade her to an alien petting zoo! Can
Zoe convince him she's worth saving? And can Sarden keep from falling for the little
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Earth girl with the sassy attitude and the lush, plus-sized curves? You'll have to read
Abducted, book one in the Alien Mate Index series to find out.
"It will take the whole night at least," he said, "to implant all my eggs." The colony planet
is a death trap. Only the tiniest fraction of humanity survives the gruesome rejection
virus.And then the aliens arrive.The Nepenthe, too, seek a new home world, but discover
instead a species capable of incubating their precious eggs: humans.The two dying races
can either reach an agreement to help each other live on ... or prepare for
extinction.Publisher's Note: The We Are Nepenthe series contains tentacles, shapeshifting
aliens and squirm-in-your-seat depravity. A one-click read for the seriously adventurous
only.
A rogue spaceship captain. A human scientist. An explosive attraction. Faith has spent
the past eight years as a scientist locked in an alien research lab. When she finally
manages to escape and finds out what the aliens are doing with her work, she is appalled
and determined to stop their plans. The alien spaceship captain who unknowingly assisted
her escape is going to help her shut down the lab - whether he wants to or not. And she's
not going to let his massive body or the kind heart hidden behind his gruff facade distract
her. Captain Athtar finally has his life exactly the way he wants it - he has his ship, his
crew, and his freedom. No mouthy little human is going to interfere with any of that, no
matter how much she tempts him or how much his instincts demand that he claim her. If
only he weren't as tempted as much by her brilliant mind as by her luscious body. Can
Faith and Athtar fight their overwhelming attraction long enough to defeat the evil
scientists and stay ahead of the Imperial Fleet? And when the battle is over, can there be a
future for the two of them? Each book in the Alien Abduction series features a different
couple and can be enjoyed as a standalone romance. Intended for mature readers.
Being kidnapped by aliens is one thing. Being kidnapped by aliens and then sent to a
prison planet is something infinitely worse. Here in Haven's prison system, I'm stranded
among strangers, enemies, and the most ruthless criminals in the galaxy. There's no safety
for a human woman here, especially not one branded as a murderer. I'm doomed to a fate
worse than death. Then...he decides I should be his. His name's Jutari. He's seven feet tall,
blue, and horned. He's an assassin and one of the most dangerous prisoners here. He's like
no one I've ever met before...and he might be my only chance. ***This story stands
completely alone and is only marginally connected to the Ice Planet Barbarians series.
You do not need to read those books in order to follow this one.
Captured: a Sci-Fi Alien Invasion Romance
A Sci-Fi Alien Abduction Romance (Captured by Aliens Book 1)
Pursued
Claimed Among the Stars: A Sci Fi Romance Charity Anthology
Tamed
Provoked
Hide and seek is a lot less fun in an alien prison where the winner gets... me.Rian: I'm
not a stranger to being behind bars, but this prison leaves a lot to be desired. There
are zero communal showers, minimal locking cells, and the other prisoners are
extremely hostile. That could be because they are aliens and this is a prison in
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another galaxy. Add in the fact that I'm a human female, and my life span has just
dropped some serious time. I'm about to go down fighting when a scary blue alien
with spikes decides he's my rescuer. Except he doesn't seem happy about my
presence and, well, join the club, buddy.Mikko: After spending a third of my life in the
Pit, I returned for some payback but instead find a human female fighting for her life.
She's small, snarly, and irritatingly beautiful. When a coveted reward is offered to the
prisoners for our capture, the game changes. My enemies thought I was
unpredictable with anger issues before? They haven't seen anything yet. I'll escape
again with my female, and then the real payback begins.Mikko is a SciFi Alien Warrior
Romance featuring a prickly, snarky hero with a heart of gold and a heroine who
loves as hard as she fights.
Snatched from Earth. Bound for slavery. Can love offer escape? Kidnapped from
Earth, aboard a slave ship, Anya is thrown into a cell with Zar, a handsome half-lion
gladiator, and forced to breed or be killed. Zar's life is an unbroken nightmare
consisting of sleep, eat, fight, repeat. He's not interested in helping Anya, and he's
definitely not interested in love. Except she's the first female to ever touch his heartor remind him he has a soul. If you like hot alpha aliens, kick-ass Earth women who
mastermind insurrections, and sexy action romance, check out Zar, the first book in
the paranormal romance Galaxy Gladiators series. This standalone book contains
steamy sex scenes with a guaranteed happily ever after, no cheating, and no
cliffhanger. Buy Zar to begin exploring the galaxy with Anya and Zar today! Trigger
warning: Anya and Zar are forced to mate; these scenes are delicately handled.
Sci-fi action meets steamy paranormal romance in Gini Koch’s Alien novels, as
Katherine “Kitty” Katt faces off against aliens, conspiracies, and deadly secrets. •
“Futuristic high-jinks and gripping adventure.” —RT Reviews Being the wife of the
vice president isn’t easy. Especially when your talents lie in kicking butt and rocking
out, rather than politics and diplomacy. Jeff and Kitty Katt-Martini find out just how
difficult it can be when Kitty accidentally offends the Australian prime minister. Now
they have to smooth things over, pronto, or risk creating an international incident the
worldwide anti-alien coalitions will be able to use to force Jeff to resign and the A-Cs
to leave the planet. Before Kitty can make things even worse, a cosmic congruence
and a little help from some powerful beings shoves her into another world—one
where she’s been married to Charles Reynolds for years and aliens don’t exist. She’s
also landed in the middle of a huge conspiracy and is marked for death…but at least
that’s business as usual. Kitty’s not the only one who’s confused, because the Kitty
from that world has taken her place in this one. Now Alpha Team and the Diplomatic
Corps have to make sure that no one realizes there’s been a switch, while preventing
World War III from happening. And they have to do it while keeping this new Kitty in
line, because she has views about what to do and how to do it, and time is running
out. Can each Kitty save the day before it’s too late and then go home to her own
universe? Or will one Kitty decide to keep the other’s life—forever?
Rina Zeret is not prepared to settle down. At least, not with a genetically selected
mate. She wants true love and a happily ever after. Unfortunately, her mother has
other ideas and submits Rina’s biological material—the woman’s a hairbrush
thief!—to the Population Ministry to see if they can find a genetic match for her.
Suddenly Rina is presented with Tave fa V’yl, Crown Prince of Ujal, High Warrior of
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the Ruling Caste and Earth’s greatest ally. Her mother is going to be so happy. Tave
fa V’yl is the strongest and fiercest warrior on all of Ujal and yet he cannot deny one
tiny female—his mother. When he agrees to consider taking a mate this turning, he
doesn’t realize she takes things quite a bit further and finds him a woman. On Earth.
Now he is presented with a woman who doesn’t want him while he cannot think of
anything past his wanting of her. Rina fights their attraction but doesn’t realize Tave
fa V’yl has never lost a battle… and he will not begin with her.
Tave (Scifi Alien Romance)
Alien Velocity
Breeding Season
The Alien's Ransom
The Conspiracy to Genetically Tamper with Humanity
Hard Sands ( A science fiction alien romance)
A'tam is the worst.Sure, he's the prettiest man on the beach, but he's a terrible
listener. I've told him a dozen times that we're not compatible - in SO many ways and he refuses to take no for an answer. He had his chance with me, and he blew
it.But A'tam thinks we should be mates. He thinks he can just woo me enough to
change my mind. He thinks that sultry kisses and soft touches are the way to a
girl's heart. He thinks that if he shows me that he can be everything I need, I'll
just fall right back into his arms and forget the past.And....sigh.He might be right.
Because I want him again and I really, really shouldn't.
Bred by the Billionaire Adora Garcia isn't interested in being the breeding vessel
for some arrogant billionaire. She has plans for her life and they don't include
being knocked up by a man over twice her age. Her single mother cleans Tobias
Bennett's penthouse suite, so when Adora refuses his indecent proposal, he
threatens to find a new maid. Tobias needs an heir, but he's not ready to settle
down, and certainly not interested in love. He doesn't have a plan until he sees the
curvy brunette standing in his condo. Everything he wants, he gets, and he wants
Adora. What he doesn't expect is the rush of possessiveness that takes him by
storm. Will Adora give up her virginity to the ruthless businessman? Can Tobias
open his heart after keeping it closed off for decades? Bred by the Bushmen After
nearly ending her own life, Opal books a soul-searching Alaskan wilderness tour.
She's used to loneliness and rejection, but needs to learn how to love herself.
When things go horribly wrong on the tour, she finds herself cold, alone, and
facing certain death. Caleb and Damon have the perfect life. They live off the grid,
far from society and its destructive influences. But it doesn't take long for the
White brothers to realize what's missing. They need a woman, and crave a family
of their own. When their dog leads them to a lost hiker in the woods, they swear
she was dropped straight from heaven. It will take a lot of hard convincing for the
bushmen to prove life at their cabin is better than what Opal left behind in the
city. And they won't take no for an answer. They plan on keeping Opal, loving her,
and filling her with their baby.
Her betrayal cuts deeper than the testing and torture, but when he escapes, he’ll
show as little mercy as she did. A FUTURISTIC ROMANCE When Drako's space pod
malfunctions over Johannesburg, his secret reconnaissance mission goes horribly
wrong. Wounded in the crash, he's captured by the South African Secret Service
who sees an opportunity to strengthen their army and make a fortune by using the
alien pilot in an unorthodox experiment. They send a female to tend to Drako's
injuries, a human girl with the pretty name of Ilse who's sweet and caring. The
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perfume of her skin is like a drug, her blood an aphrodisiac. He can still smell her
and taste her on his tongue. Her betrayal cuts deeper than the testing and torture.
No matter. His escape is pending. When he comes back to Earth, it will be to find
her, and when he does, he'll show as little mercy as she did. These are the events
that led to the Krinar Earth Invasion. This is the untold story. Note: This is a
standalone story that plays off in Anna Zaires' Krinar World with the author's
permission. You don't need to read the original Krinar Chronicles to follow the
story, but I highly recommend it for character insight and reading enjoyment.
***Her Alien Romance is a SMOKING hot story, so, buckle up and enjoy the
ride!***Welcome to Otherworldly Mates, a universe where one woman and three
males equals pure romance...Mara was kidnapped by aliens. Finding herself naked,
alone, and imprisoned by terrifying creatures with plans to sell her to the highest
bidder, she wants nothing more than to wake up. To discover it was all a bad
dream.Yet as time passes she must face the truth, she's in deep trouble.When she
sees a handsome alien thief escaping, she takes a chance and begs him to save her
life. Only, when she's brought to his ship and meets his brothers, she finds herself
battling a different problem: her attraction to them.Whatever unexplainable
science, or magic, that connects her to them makes it impossible for her to stay
away. But what if her confusing feelings, and the dark past of one of the brothers,
stands in the way of a once-in-a-lifetime chance at true love?~Her Alien Romance
is a 20,000+ word reverse harem romance with one woman and her three sexy
alien mates. This is her complete story, without any cliffhangers, and has a wellearned happily ever after at the end! It is a box set that includes: Her Alien Lovers,
Her Alien Abductors, Her Alien Barbarians, and Her Alien Mates.~
Grey Aliens and the Harvesting of Souls
Riv's Sanctuary
Bridget's Bane
Savage
Found By The Alien Pirate
Interstellar Service & Discipline

Abducted from Earth over a year ago, Lauren spent most of that
time getting accustomed to her new life as one of the "animals" in
an alien zoo. When she's sold by the zookeeper, her life takes a turn
she wasn't expecting. She has no idea where she'll end up till she's
brought to a sanctuary owned by a tall blue hunk of an alien called
Riv. Riv's life is quiet and peaceful in a place as far away from
civilization as he can manage. So when an annoying chatterbox of a
human ends up on his doorstep, he's less than pleased. The human
disrupts his life and his solitude and he can't wait to get rid of her.
He's not interested in helping her, and he's definitely not interested
in love. Except...she's managed to wheedle her way in and suddenly
those barriers around his heart don't seem so strong anymore. He
has two options: Let her go. Or let her in. Riv's Sanctuary is a fulllength standalone sci-fi romance featuring a loveable heroine and a
hot, grumpy, and possessive hero who would do anything to protect
the one who shows him how to love. If you like sexy aliens,
adventure, and steamy romance, check out Riv's Sanctuary. This
standalone book contains: - Steamy scenes - HEA - No cheating - No
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cliffhangers
What happens when the one guy you can't fall for is the only one you
can't resist? As one of the new human cadets at an alien military
academy, I knew I'd have to prove myself. Especially since I'm one of
only a few females sent by Earth. I just didn't know that the one
alien I want to impress would be the one who seems determined to
hate me. I was sent here because I'm a champion pod racer, so why
won't the big, gruff pod instructor let me show him what I can do? If
he thinks ignoring me or assigning me after-hours work polishing
his pods will discourage me, then he's never met a girl from Texas.
If I'm being honest, the alien's huge muscles and gold tattoos have
me thinking about riding more than pods when I'm around him, but
no way can anything happen with one of my teachers. Right?
Especially since I get the idea that the bad boy instructor is hiding
something. Does his secret have something to do with the strange
things happening at the academy? If there really is a traitor behind
it all, could it be him?
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The alternate
history first contact adventure Axiom's End is an extraordinary
debut from Hugo finalist and video essayist Lindsay Ellis. Truth is a
human right. It’s fall 2007. A well-timed leak has revealed that the
US government might have engaged in first contact. Cora Sabino is
doing everything she can to avoid the whole mess, since the force
driving the controversy is her whistleblower father. Even though
Cora hasn’t spoken to him in years, his celebrity has caught the
attention of the press, the Internet, the paparazzi, and the
government—and with him in hiding, that attention is on her. She
neither knows nor cares whether her father’s leaks are a hoax, and
wants nothing to do with him—until she learns just how deeply
entrenched her family is in the cover-up, and that an extraterrestrial
presence has been on Earth for decades. Realizing the extent to
which both she and the public have been lied to, she sets out to
gather as much information as she can, and finds that the best way
for her to uncover the truth is not as a whistleblower, but as an
intermediary. The alien presence has been completely
uncommunicative until she convinces one of them that she can act
as their interpreter, becoming the first and only human vessel of
communication. Their otherworldly connection will change
everything she thought she knew about being human—and could
unleash a force more sinister than she ever imagined.
Who knew reading sexy alien abduction stories could get a girl into
trouble? Or that an e-reader could also be the gateway to another
galaxy? I definitely didn't... but here I am anyway, mated to the
Tsenturion High Commander just like the unwilling human heroines
in my favorite sci-fi romances. The Commander demands obedience.
He intends to claim me, train me, and turn me into his perfect little
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pleasure trophy. He doesn't believe in love. I don't believe in giving
in without a fight. There's no amount of discipline or ecstasy that
could break me to his will... I hope. Alien Captive is a hot alien
abduction romance, starring one feisty human and the Tsenturion
Warrior strong enough to master her. Disclaimer: the authors are
not responsible for any actual alien abductions that may result
should you purchase this book.
Universal Alien
An Alien War Romance
My Alien's Obsession
A Sci-Fi Alien Warrior Romance
The Krinar Experiment
Barbarian's Rescue
Fighting for love, honor, and freedom on the galaxy's lawless outer
rim... When Earth space marine Harper Adams finds herself abducted by
alien slavers off a space station, her life turns into a battle for
survival. Dumped into an arena on a desert planet on the outer rim,
she finds herself face to face with a big, tattooed alien
gladiator...the champion of the Kor Magna Arena. A former prince
abandoned to the arena as a teen, Raiden Tiago has long ago earned his
freedom. Now he rules the arena, but he doesn't fight for the glory,
but instead for his own dark purpose--revenge against the Thraxian
aliens who destroyed his planet. Then his existence is rocked by one
small, fierce female fighter from an unknown planet called Earth.
Harper is determined to find a way home, but when she spots her best
friend in the arena--a slave of the evil Thraxian aliens--she'll do
anything to save her friend...even join forces with the tough alpha
male who sets her body on fire. But as Harper and Raiden step foot
onto the blood-soaked sands of the arena, Harper worries that Raiden
has his own dangerous agenda...
Athena wakes up in hell. Well...it's an alien slave ship, but it might
as well be hell because she only has three choices. Mate. Become a sex
slave. Or be killed. Great options. Desperate for freedom, a chance
for survival is presented in the handsome rogue alien called Xul. But
Xul is caught up in problems of his own and a mission he cannot afford
to let fail--one that could be easily compromised if he dared open his
heart. That doesn't leave her with many options and it doesn't help
that she finds him utterly frustrating... ...and strong, hot,
irresistible... She shouldn't really be thinking about him like that.
Should she? Xul is a standalone read that contains delightfully steamy
scenes with a guaranteed happily ever after, possessive alpha males,
and strong female leads. There is no forced mating between the hero
and heroine and no cliffhanger. It is the first book in the Captured
by Aliens sci-fi alien romance series. Buy Xul today! A new galaxy
awaits.
One minute I'm walking back home from a nightclub. The next, I'm
waking up in a cage.Abducted by aliens. Given to an alien race. Put up
for auction. But instead of being sold to the highest bidder, I'm
rescued by one of the Brutal Ones: the biggest, baddest bullies in the
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universe.But it's not a rescue. Not really. My rescuer makes it clear
he wants something in return for saving my life...? an Omega.Me.
Bad day? Try mine on for size.Rogue slavers have landed on the ice
planet and captured the tribe. The only ones not snatched? Me, a
walking human motormouth with no skill except that of incoherent
babbling, and Warrek, who's as silent as he is attractive. Two more
unlikely people have never been paired together.And now we're supposed
to form a rescue team.Saving the others is either going to bring us
closer together - or drive us completely apart. I'm pretty sure the
feelings I'm having for my alien companion are as unrequited as they
are inappropriate, but since we aren't going to make it out alive,
what harm is one teeny, tiny kiss?Who knew that one kiss could change
everything?
Pythen
Nepenthe
A Tentacle Alien Space Fantasy
Gladiator
A SciFi Alien Romance
Book One in the Galaxy Gladiators Alien Abduction Romance Series
Make contact with the hottest alien anthology in the universe! Claimed Among the Stars will rocket
you to reading bliss with more action, adventure, and pleasure than one planet can contain. Curl up
with this collection of wild and wonderful heavenly bodies and venture to the unknown worlds that
only your favorite sci-fi romance authors could create. Hearts in zero gravity are free to fall, and
destiny awaits unsuspecting heroines far across the galaxy. Whether you love a trip that’s nice and
easy or dark and steamy, this collaboration of more than fifty bestselling authors is guaranteed to
please. Embrace the heat, the sweet, the dark, and the depraved, and grab your copy of Claimed
Among the Stars today! A word of warning: this anthology is only available for a limited time, so grab
your copies now before they blast off forever. The proceeds of Claimed Among the Stars will benefit
The National Women’s Coalition Against Violence and Exploitation, which serves women and
children in the United States and abroad. This anthology contains exclusive, never before published
stories by: Kate Rudolph Zoey Draven Tasha Black Tana Stone Nancey Cummings Honey Phillips
Octavia Kore Ella Maven Tamsin Ley Iona Strom V. K. Ludwig Hope Hart Alana Khan Victoria
Aveline SJ Sanders Alison Aimes Jade Waltz Ava Ross V. T. Bonds Kyra Snow Annabelle Rex
Amarra Skye Liz Paffel Elizabeth Stephens Olivia Riley Veronica Scott Elin Wyn Hattie Jacks
Samantha Rose A. G. Wilde Alexis B. Osborne Ella Blake Stephanie West Jessica Grayson Ivy Knox
Lynnea Lee Kate Stevens Julie K. Cohen Hannah Haze Sarah Johns C. Y. Croc Leslie Chase Tina
Moss Ana B. Starr L. Starfyre Lilly Griffin V.C. Lancaster Loretta Johns R. L. Olvitt Julie L. Vance
Kassie Keegan
Rogue
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